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1. ABSTRACT

“It takes advantage of the nature of information being easy to spread but hard
to stiﬂe.”
- Satoshi Nakamoto

That was all that Satoshi Nakamoto wrote for the Bitcoin whitepaper. It
was enough to get the old country “Don” (system) paranoid, and it
was enough to change the face of capitalism. It may be enough to change
the structure of our world. Satoshi gave us the vision to be free from the
rigged game. It's up to us now to take up the gauntlet and create our own
ﬁnancial “families” and wealth. With the rise in popularity of both play-toearn games and NFTs, the time is ripe to make the most of this space.
Dogefellas is a crypto ecosystem, with a focus on play-to- earn and in-game
social interaction, that will allow capitalism to run free. It’s an opportunity
for enterprising individuals to determine their own fate. It's an ecosystem
where we get to develop ideas that are fun, exciting and novel. This is why
we are opting to launch on the WAX blockchain. We believe this is where
most of the future innovations are going to be created, and we want to be
there with a project that has mass appeal and that can explore those
avenues when they arrive.
Dogefellas is an ode to Doge and the underdog, but more so it’s an ode to
innovation, a proposition, nay an imploration, for the enterprising to
embark on an odyssey that will enrich a l l o f us in more ways than one.

2. INTRODUCTION
i. Why invest in Dogefellas?

NFTs and games have become the vehicles for blockchain adoption for the
masses. Games are indeed the voice of social media. Gamers continue to
express themselves every day on YouTube, Twitch and other streaming
platforms. The gaming behemoths have invested massive amounts of
money in the development of video games, both on and oﬀ the blockchain.
The blockchain makes it possible for the layperson to proﬁt while having
fun at the same time. Binamon, Farmer’s World and Axie Inﬁnity have
shown how people in less privileged parts of the world are making a living
from P2E gaming.
Let’s not u n d e r e s t i m a t e t h e p e r v a d i n g f o r c e o f memes. They
are ever-present in our lives, especially on Twitter. We will continue to use
memes to express ourselves and convey ideas to each other. Whereas
pictures paint a thousand words, memes can convey an entire metaverse.
With Dogefellas, we hope to cast a broad shadow across NFTs, gaming and
memes. Our project has the potential to bring together people from a wide
range of ﬁelds.

Source:
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/video-game-market

ii. Why WAX Blockchain?
The WAX Chain is the place for games, big and small. The community
understands the development cycles of games, and is welcoming to
everyone, even the rebellious and underdogs, like us. With a rapidly
expanding base of games and growing trading volume, WAX is the place to
be. We think the ecosystem on WAX is just getting started. The number of
new and big IPs will continue to grow, and we want to be a part of that.
To quote a memorable line from a famous movie:
“For us, to live any other way was nuts. To us, those goody-goodpeople who
worked shitty jobs for bum paychecks and took the subway to work every day,
worried about their bills, were dead.I mean, they were suckers. They had no
balls. If we wanted something, we just took it. If anyone complained twice, they
got hit so bad, believe me, they never complained again.” —Henry Hill,
Goodfellas (1990)

The Maﬁa aesthetic ﬁts with the theme of rebellion and will appeal to the
customer base on this blockchain. On the technical side of it, WAX is a fasttrading platform whichallows dApps to be quick and eﬃcient. Furthermore,
WAX has no fees for projects or users, and has a carbon neutral chain
structure.

iii. The problem we’ll be solving
Firstly, at the time of writing this whitepaper, most in-game assets are not
truly owned, in the sense that they're tied into a speciﬁc game and cannot
be traded on a marketplace with in-game assets from other games. Our
long-term goal is to build an 'Opensea' equivalent of an in-game NFT
marketplace.
Secondly, the element of social interactivity is distinctively lacking in most
blockchain games. A case study done by Zhu (2020) (1) painted the
psychology behind video games during the Covid-19 Pandemic. The ingame social interaction has captivated people by providing them comfort
and social connection in trying times. We aim to achieve this with Maﬁa
Wars.
Think of Maﬁa Wars as a cross between Ragnarok Online and Among Us.
Interacting with each other is a key part of the gameplay. Furthermore,
there is an absence of, for want of a better word, “fun” in most P2E games.
Maﬁa Wars will be entertaining as well as sociable.
Thirdly, the play-to-earn economy has enabled people from less privileged
parts of the world to make a living wage. There are Asian, African and
South American markets that would not only beneﬁt from a play-to-earn
mechanism but can also relate to the universally popular maﬁa aesthetic.

3. THE PRODUCT
i. Overview

Dogefellas is a crypto ecosystem that oﬀers an initial deﬂationary token
$Fellas, which you need to hold to access the Dogefellas NFT marketplace.
You can then mint assets on this marketplace which will later be used in
our play-to-earn game, Shakedown. Eventually we are going to build a
more ambitious game called Maﬁa Wars. We will be launching on the WAX
blockchain. $Mob is going to be the in-game currency and will be paired
against our governance token $Fellas.
This isn’t going to be a standard “mint 10,000 NFTs and then trade” kind of
thing. Most such projects don’t really do well after the initial 10k minting is
done because there are usually not many investors left to buy after the
hype is dead. Dogefellas won’t fall into this trap because every NFT that is
minted will have its use in our games. Whether it be a reason to level up to
becoming a more powerful character, or to get a ﬁrmer grip on your
“hood”, you NEED to trade in order to play. This is why the NFTs you mint
will have a strong use case.
We are going to hold a series of events that reward the holders, so we keep
the hype going while the developers/ artists work on the assets and the
game. This will help keep the community active as well as incentivize new
holders. We are planning to oﬀer a Discord game to keep this going. These
tokens will be paid out from our game incentive part of our Tokenomics.

ii. The exponential growth of NFT
On 6th October 2021, CNBC reported NFT trading volume in the third
quarter of 2021 to be $10.67 billion(2) . Investors are realizing the longterm asset value of holding an NFT. They believe the purchased NFTs will
appreciate over time.
It is an exciting technology, which allows for proof of ownership, validity
and traceability. It has the potential to store other data like land sale
deeds and contracts, not just art. The current lucrative value for NFTs is
through in- game assets.
On September 5th 2021, Nasdaq published an article called “Why The NFT
marketplace could grow by 1000x”(3) . In the article, analyst Luke Lango
draws an analogy between e- commerce and NFTs. He provides a
compelling argument for digital assets - that as soon as digital replicas of
physical industries become “good”, they take over the market. It proved to
be true for digital advertising, and it is likely that NFTs will follow suit.
There has been a noticeable shift in the how in-game assets are
treated, as illustrated below.

source: https://www.nansen.ai/research/the-compelling-case-for-nftgaming

iii. Play-to-earn economy
Play-to-earn (P2E) is the latest upgrade on “Labor-to-earn” models where
people are paid out for contributing to a crypto token. Axie Inﬁnity, a
Pokémon-style game, reported a revenue surge of 85% to $364 million in
August 2021(4) .
The gaming community continues to grow every day and the added
incentive of play-to-earn models makes it even more exciting for the
average gamer.
At the time of writing, there are four P2E tokens in the top
200 cryptocurrencies (sorted by market cap) on Coinmaketcap. These are
Axie Inﬁnity (AXS), Decentraland (MANA), and My Neighbor Alice (Alice).
And this is with ALICE still in the ﬁrst round of playtest(5) .
In a n a r t i c l e p u b l i s h e d on September 29, 20021, Forbes termed
Play-To-Earn a new paradigm that is changing the face of crypto. It is hard
to disagree with their assessment (6) .

source: https://www.nansen.ai/research/the-compelling-case-for-nftgaming

iv. Shakedown
Shakedown is the ﬁrst game in the Dogefellas play-to-earn metaverse. Log
in every hour, and squeeze four diﬀerent businesses from an alternate
Prohibition Era New York to collect your earnings. Each business will have
four diﬀerent options, with better payouts associated with a higher chance
of failure (lower chance of success). Equip better NFTs to raise your
bonuses and increase your chance of success. Earn $Mob from the
businesses, and use this to buy draws for better NFTs or swap it to $Fellas
to take proﬁts or to buy directly from the exclusive marketplace. Spend
your $Mob at the restaurant to get some pizza to reﬁll your energy.
The play mechanics for Shakedown are based around four attributes:

Each station has 4 tiers of challenge and chance of success.

Stats will be totaled and divided by 2, then added to the % of success. The
calculation of the percentage is as follows:
% chance = (stat1 + stat2) / 2

Example: Gambino has the following stats

When Gambino goes to the bar, he will use (7+6) / 2 (always round
down) 13/2 = 6.5 (6).
At the lowest risk (80%) he will get +7 and have an 87% chance of
success. Later, as players can add more gear and increase their stats
further, the higher tier challenges will become easy.
Once all gear is released, +21% bonus will be possible. Payouts will be in
$Mob, which will be the in-game currency (tradeable for $Fellas)

Here's an illustration of how the game would look.

A sample of the character NFTs which you can use to 'squeeze'
businesses

v. Shakedown Battle
Once the shakedown system is fully implemented, the next iteration will be
Shakedown Battle. A turn-based battle game, familiar from games like Final
Fantasy or Pokémon.

Players will pit their characters and skill against the business owners to earn
their “protection” money. This is where equipment NFTs will be introduced. Use
your best 3 NFTs in a team and gear them up with knives, guns and suits for
the best results.
Accessory NFTs will grant special abilities, like the Medic being able to heal your
characters.

Shortly after this, the raid boss mechanic will be introduced. This will have
family members working together on a weekly scoreboard. The families that
score the best will get the most rewards. Don’t let your family down!

.

vi. Maﬁa Wars

The following is a brief explanation of the mechanics of the Maﬁa Wars
game we intend to develop. This is the initial working of the game.
Details will be reﬁned as development progresses. Think of a game as a
fusion between Among Us, Ragnarok Online and Metal Gear.
The Game will be set in prohibition era New York City, with lots of area
to explore. Players will be able to own buildings and apartments,
decorate and protect them as they choose. Ground floors will be player
owned commercial businesses as well, allowing a player driven in-game
economy.
The main gameplay cycle will consist of two phases: day and night.
There will be an in-game timer that handles the day cycles, and players
will be able to enter the PvP instance during a certain window of time
each time the in-game sun sets.
During the day, some of the action’s players will be able to do are:
Interact with other players
Craft gear and consumables
Upgrade characters and gear
Shakedown houses and businesses
Complete tasks to earn tokens

Once the sun sets, the game is afoot. Players will be entered in to an
instance, and teams will be determined in the background based on
family associations. Using a mix of stealth and cunning, players will
have to spy on other players to determine their family associations.
The goals for each family will be:
Accomplish the family mission
Identify and protect your Don
Out the rat within your own family
Eliminate the other families
The family that does the best at these tasks will be considered the
winner, and prizes will be allocated as such. Whacking members from
your own family will result in penalization, so be careful who you’re
hitting.
As games finish, the players will be released back in to the city to carry
on their business until the next night cycle begins.
Players will earn and level up through a variety of mechanics, and play
will be fun and engaging while being rewarding at the same time.
Play and earn is the mechanic we’re building towards, with the game
being a social experience people play because they want to, not just as
a source of revenue.
The goal is to make the game playable on mobile and accessible to
everyone, so our reach and player base is broad and worldwide.

4. $FELLAS & $MOB
I.

Use

$Fellas will be our governance token, whereas $Mob will be the in-game
currency paired against $Fellas. You can use
$Fellas to buy our NFTs. You can sell the NFTs for WAXP.

II.

Distribution

The maximum amount of $Fellas that will ever be created and be in
circulation at any point in time is 100,000,000 (100 million).
$Fellas will be an EOS token. The distribution is as follows.

Team Tokens: 6,000,000 (Vested for 6 months) Public Sale Tokens:
25,000,000
*There are no taxes on $Fellas. Use 0% Slippage. Please note that Alcor
taxes 0.3% trading fee as of 01/30/2022

Vesting Release Schedule:

5. Roadmap

6. THE TEAM (The DAOish)
Dogefellas intends to function as an unoﬃcial DAO. These are the founders
of the project. These are our primary duties.
ChiefStory
Oﬃcer
(CSO):
Kabir/Ceph (@cephalopodame):
Ceph originally came up with the concept of Dogefellas and designed the
initial artwork. He’s an experienced illustrator and designer with a passion
for story telling both in words and visuals.
Chief Operations Oﬃcer (COO): Aaron/NUMBERXXIV (@NumberXXIV):
NumberXXIV has been involved in gaming since he could read, and crypto
since 2013. He is experienced and passionate about both of these spaces.
He is our primary organizer-in-chief and has been working on developing
the game stats. He has also developed a fantastic voice, as evidenced by
the initial trailer, and is willing to lend his voice to our chaptered stories
when they come out.
Chief Art Oﬃcer (CAO): CHRIS LACEY (@Laceface24): You need to get
something moving, Chris is your guy. With a portfolio including Binamon
among other tokens and projects, he’s got the gift for the go. He is helping
Ceph develop more characters for Dogefellas NFTs.
Chief Development Oﬃcer (CDO): Atila/ 741nfect (@741nfect): A digital
marketing specialist with front end development background. Atila is new
to the crypto scene, but has lots of experience to apply. Hungry and full of
ﬁre, He has helped us raise our game
Chief Technical Oﬃcer (CTO): MIKE (@mike3003): Our technical expert
who is providing us with a state-of-art server, Mike has a “never give up”
personality and has a knack for ﬁxing technical issues on the web side of
things when the rest of us are left confounded. He is also an expert day
trader.

7. CONTACT

Website: https://dogefellas.io
Telegram: https://t.me/DogeFellas
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Dogefellasgame
Discord: https://discord.gg/pD79EJb5ED

8. FAQ
What is Dogefellas?

A crypto ecosystem containing multiple games, NFTs and multiple
tokens. Starting with Shakedown, elite, named character NFT sales.
Games will be play-to-earn, so make some coins while you have fun! Just
remember, snitches get stitches.
How do I get “Made”?
Head on over to the discord, verify your wallet, and pick up some assets.
Where is the NFT sale?
The drops will be done on atomic hub, in our collection dogefellasio
What is the diﬀerence between Shakedown and Maﬁa Wars?
Shakedown is a simple, play-to-earn game. Log in and collect. Maﬁa Wars
will be a multiplayer espionage game, where the goal is to eliminate the
other gang. Earning in Maﬁa Wars will be by winning matches
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10. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
All steps will be taken to ensure that the contract is free of technical
glitches and exploits. To understand the potential risks, contributors
should be familiar with blockchain technology.
Dogefellas strives to constantly update the data on its homepage and to
ensure its accuracy. However, we cannot guarantee or promise the
topicality, correctness, completeness, or quality of the information
provided or the optimal functioning of the website and the resolution of
operational problems.
Dogefellas is not responsible for any damage, whether, for example,
directly related or consequential to the access, use, or non-use of the
information provided, or to the use of erroneous information and
incomplete and/or the website. Under no circumstances can Dogefellas be
held liable for any damages, whatever they may be, based on disappointed
conﬁdence and which may result from the existence or absence of
information on this whitepaper or website. The information presented in
the whitepaper is provided for informational purposes only and cannot be
taken as a compelling note asking for an investment of any sort in
whatever form. Nothing found in this whitepaper is or may be depended
upon as a pledge, undertaking, or representation about the later
performance of Dogefellas.
Cryptocurrency is a volatile industry. Please do your research before
investing.

